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1. Introduction
In this chapter, firstly, the author describes the differences between CAD for analog
mammography and FFDM with reference to clinical workflow and physical characteristics,
and secondly, addresses how the detection performance of CAD can differ in accordance
with image quality utilizing different FFDM systems, including future possibilities of breast
CAD.

2. Difference between CAD with analog mammography and with digital
mammography in clinical workflow
With CAD and analog mammography the CAD device is a single, independent device
(Figure 1). The quality and quantity of image data depends on the film and the digitizer. It is
easy to collect and analyze digital data through a film digitizer and the CAD system is an
independent machine mainly developed by a venture company.
On the other hand, with CAD and digital mammography, it is necessary to collect so-called
raw digital data from an acquisition system. To develop CAD software, it is necessary to
work in conjunction with acquisition systems. Furthermore, CAD is an independent
instrument with analog mammography; on the other hand, with digital mammography,
CAD will be one of the interpretation functions of the reading workstation. For the most
effective utilization, it is necessary to integrate CAD well with the reading workstation
workflow.
Therefore, to disseminate CAD with digital mammography, we should take into
consideration how to organize complete systems, including acquisition systems, reading
workstations, and network systems. If the acquisition system and the reading workstation
are made by the same maker, we can transfer raw image data from the acquisition system to
the CAD server, and indicate Structure Report (SR) on the monitors at the reading
workstation without any problems. On the other hand, when the makers are different, it
may be a problem (Figure 2). For most effective utilization, it is necessary to integrate CAD
well into the reading workstation workflow [1].
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Fig. 1. Example of the Workflow of the CAD System Using Analog Mammography.

SR: Structure Report
CAD analyzes raw data from the acquisition system in a CAD server and refers the indication of CAD
results to a reading workstation.
The quality and quantity of image data depends on the acquisition system. The operating system
consists of three steps: (1) an acquisition system, (2) a CAD server, and (3) a reading work station. The
number of makers of CAD systems that correspond to each acquisition system is limited. It is necessary
to confirm before installation whether the reading workstation can display CAD analysis results.

Fig. 2. Example of the Workflow of the CAD System Using Digital Mammography.
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3. How can image quality affect the detection performance of breast CAD in
FFDM?
Purpose
At present, CAD, dedicated to digital mammography, analyzes the raw imaging data and
detects candidate lesions including masses and microcalcifications. As for the physical
characteristics, regarding the linear attenuation coefficient for breast tissue, the differential
value between breast tissue and calcification is larger than the differential value between
breast tissue and mass. In the raw imaging data, mass lesions have relatively localized large
areas with a smaller number of photon counts compared to surrounding breast tissue. CAD
analyzes the characteristics and detects the area as a candidate mass lesion. The raw imaging
data is inverted and the mass lesion is recognized clinically as a localized high density area
compared to background breast tissue density. In the raw imaging data, on the other hand,
the images with microcalcification lesions have localized small and clustered areas with a
smaller number of photon counts compared to the background breast tissue. CAD analyzes
the characteristics and detects the area as a candidate microcalcification lesion. The raw
imaging data is inverted and the microcalcification lesions are recognized clinically as small
and clustered areas with higher density compared to the background breast tissue density.
According to the background, CAD, dedicated to FFDM, can be directly affected by the
physical characteristics of the raw imaging data. Unlike the raw imaging data on hard copy,
utilizing digitizers for CAD processing in the analog system by groups, in units of 8-10 bits,
the raw imaging data for CAD processing in FFDM are analyzed by groups, in units of 12-14
bits, which has a much more dynamic range compared to digitized hard copy data in the
analog system. According to the background, in FFDM, there are more opportunities to
apply a combination of anode/filters such as W/Rh that allows us to decrease the radiation
dose while keeping higher image quality in CNR (Contrast to Noise Ratio), compared to the
images using Mo/Mo and Mo/Rh in the analog system [2].The raw imaging data for CAD
processing with FFDM can be more strongly influenced by the different contrast and image
sharpness in clinical images, compared to the CAD dedicated to an analog system.
Accordingly, the detection pattern in CAD can vary even in clinical cases. The author
evaluated the variety of detection performance of CAD, utilizing two different FFDM
systems with reference to analysis of physical characteristics such as CNR and spectral
analysis of anode/filters. This study was conducted to retrospectively evaluate the variation
of CAD performance according to different radiation exposure parameters [3,4]

4. Materials and methods
This study was conducted as part of research that was approved by the IRB at our institute
on June 12th in 2007. All patients that were recruited for this study gave informed consent.
The clinical cases in this study were selected from screening mammograms taken from June
12th in 2007 to December 24th in 2009. Clinical image data were acquired by two different
FFDM systems. One was an a-Se FFDM system with a spatial resolution of 70ìm (System A)
and imaging data were acquired from June 12th in 2007 to November 24th in 2008. Another
was an a-Se FFDM system with a spatial resolution of 85ìm (System B) and imaging data
were acquired from December 7th in 2008 to December 24th in 2009. Mammograms were
diagnosed as BI-RADS category 1 or 2 by double-reading and breast ultrasound was
performed in each case and diagnosed as a normal or a benign case. The total number of
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cases was 1140 cases in System A and 1178 cases in System B. The median patient age was
59.8 years old (range 40-75 years old) in System A and 60.0 years old (range 40-88 years old)
in System B. To optimize radiation exposure parameters in clinical images, we measured
CNR (Contrast to Noise Ratio) in accordance with EUREF (European Guidelines for Quality
Assurance in Breast Cancer Screening and Diagnosis) guide lines simulating breast
thickness, utilizing PMMA phantoms (20-70mm) and radiation exposure parameters, kV
(24-34kV) and combinations of anode/filters (Mo/Mo, Mo/ Rh, and W/Rh). In addition, we
performed spectral analysis of anode/filters (Mo/Mo, Mo/ Rh, and W/Rh) regarding both
FFDM systems. A CAD dedicated to the FFDM systems was applied for the purpose of
review and was verified, regarding detection areas, with reference to the diagnostic reports
of the mammogram and ultrasound. The same CAD algorithm was utilized for the two
FFDM systems.

5. Results
We optimized radiation exposure parameters in a clinical setting with reference to the
results of the CNR analysis and dosimetry in accordance with EUREF Guidelines [5] (Fig.3.).
In System A, under 20mm breast thickness, the combination of 24kV with Mo/Mo was
selected; from 21m to 30mm breast thickness, the combination of 26kV with Mo/Mo was
selected; from 31mm to 40mm breast thickness, the combination of 28kV with Mo/Mo was
selected; from 41to 60mm, the combination of 30kV with W/Rh was selected; from 61mm to
70mm, the combination of 32kV with W/Rh was selected; and above 70mm, the
combination of 34kV with W/Rh was selected (Fig.4-5).

SD; Standard Deviation

Fig. 3. CNR Measurements in Accordance with EUREF.
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Fig. 4. CNR Analysis: 20mm, 40mm, and 60mmThick PMMA Phantoms in System A.
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Fig. 5. CNR Analysis: 20mm,40mm,and 60mm Thick PMMA Phantoms in System B.
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CAD detected relatively dense areas as false-positive masses at a rate of 9.8% (448/4560
images) and fibrous tissue as false-positive microcalcifications at a rate of 0.7% (34/4560
images).
In the cases utilizing 24-28kV Mo/Mo, CAD detected masses as false positives more
frequently at a rate of 12.7% (279/2196 images), compared to the cases utilizing 30-34 kV
W/Rh which detected false positives at a rate of 7.1% (169/2364 images). There was a
statistically significant difference (P=0.008<0.05) between the two different combinations of
anode/filters. CAD detected more false-positive masses in the cases utilizing the
combinations with Mo/Mo in comparison with the cases utilizing the combinations with
W/Rh. On the other hand, in the cases utilizing 30-34kV W/Rh, CAD detected false-positive
microcalcifications more frequently at a rate of 1.1% (26/2364 images), compared to 0.4 %
(8/2196 images) detected utilizing 24-28kV Mo/Mo. There was a statistically significant
difference (P=0.022<0.05) between the two combinations with different anode/filters. CAD
detected more false-positive calcifications in the cases utilizing W/Rh in comparison with
the cases utilizing Mo/Mo (Table 1a.). In System B, under 25mm breast thickness, the
combination of 24kV with W/Rh was selected; from 26m to 35mm breast thickness, the
combination of 26kV with W/Rh was selected; from 36mm to 45mm breast thickness, the
combination of 28kV with W/Rh was selected; from 46 to 55mm, the combination of 30kV
with W/Rh was selected; and above 56mm, the combination of 32kV-34kV with W/Rh was
selected. CAD detected false-positive masses at a rate of 2.7% (129/4712 images) and falsepositive microcalcifications at a rate of 0.8% (37/4712 images) in total. With 24kV, CAD
detected false-positive masses at a rate of 1.0% (5/500 images) and false-positive
microcalcifications at a rate of 1.2% (6/500 images). With 26kV, CAD detected false-positive
masses at a rate of 3.3% (32/960 images) and false-positive microcalcifications at a rate of
0.7% (7/960 images). With 28kV, CAD detected false-positive masses at a rate of 3.3%
(48/1460 images) and false-positive microcalcifications at a rate of 1.2% (18/1460
images).With 30kV, CAD detected false-positive masses at a rate of 1.4% (16/1128 images)
and false-positive microcalcifications at a rate of 0.5% (6/1128 images). With 32-34kV, CAD
detected false-positive masses at a rate of 4.2% (28/664images) and 0% (0/664 images) falsepositive microcalcifications. There was no significant difference among different kV levels
with the same combination of anode/filters in System B (P>0.05) (Table 1b.).
Regarding spectral analysis of anode/filters, in System A, Mo/Mo and W/Rh demonstrated
different spectrum characteristic curves. In addition, the two systems showed different
spectrum characteristic curves with W/Rh and the peak value in System B with W/Rh was
shown at a higher kV level compared to System A (Fig.6-7).

6. Discussion
At present, CAD dedicated to digital mammography analyzes the raw imaging data and
detects the candidate lesions including masses and microcalcifications. As for the physical
characteristics, regarding the linear attenuation coefficient for breast tissue [6], the
differential value between breast tissue and calcification is larger than the differential value
between breast tissue and mass (Table2).
Mass lesions have relatively localized large areas with a smaller number of photon counts
compared to surrounding breast tissue in the raw imaging data. CAD analyzes the
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Fig. 6. Spectra of Mo/Mo and W/Rh in System A.
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Fig. 7. Spectrum of W/Rh in System B.

Table1a.
FP Mass
24-28kV Mo/Mo

FP Microcalcifications

12.7% (279/2196)

0.4% (8/2196)
P=0.008<0.05

30-34kV W/Rh

7.1% (169/2364)

1.1% (26/2364)

Total

9.8% (448/4560)

0.7% (34/4560)

P=0.022<0.05

Table1b.
FP Mass
24kV W/Rh

1.0% (5/500)

26kV W/Rh

3.3% (32/960)

FP Microcalcifications
1.2% (6/500)
0.7% (7/960)
P>0.05

P>0.05

28kV W/Rh

3.3% (48/1460)

1.2% (18/1460)

30kV W/Rh

1.4% (16/1128)

0.5% (6/1128)

32-34kV W/Rh
Total

4.2% (28/664)
2.7% (129/4712)

0% (0/664)
0.8% (37/4712)

Table 1. Clinical Radiation Exposure Setting of System A (Table 1a) and System B. (Table1b)
regarding Frequency of False Positives (FPs) using CAD.
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Linear Attenuation Coefficient(cm-1)
Breast Tissue

0.8

Fatty Tissue

0.45

Skin

0.8

Mass

0.85

Calcification

12.5

Table 2. Linear Attenuation Coefficient of Breast Tissue at 20keV [6].
characteristics and detects the area as a candidate mass lesion. The raw imaging data is
inverted and the mass lesion is recognized clinically as a localized high density area
compared to background breast tissue density. On the other hand, the images with
microcalcification lesions have localized small and clustered areas with a smaller number of
photon counts compared to the background breast tissue in the raw imaging data. CAD
analyzes the characteristics and detects the area as a candidate microcalcification lesion. The
raw imaging data is inverted and the microcalcification lesions are recognized clinically as
small and clustered areas with higher density compared to the background breast tissue
density. According to the background, CAD dedicated to digital mammography can be
directly affected by the physical characteristics of the raw imaging data. In this study, in
System A, CAD detected more false positive masses with 24-28Kv Mo/Mo compared to
those detected with 30-34Kv W/Rh. According to spectral analysis, Mo/Mo acquires a
smaller number of photons compared to W/Rh . The raw imaging data with Mo/Mo has a
relatively narrow range of photon counts and the differentials in the photon counts between
background breast tissue and mass can be small. As a result, CAD can detect more false
positive masses compared to imaging with W/Rh. On the other hand, CAD detected more
false positive microcalcifications with 30-34Kv W/Rh compared to the number detected
with 24-28Kv Mo/Mo (Fig.8-9).
This could be a result of the characteristics of W/Rh which can acquire a larger number of
photons compared to Mo/Mo. Images with W/Rh have a much wider range of photon
counts and the differential value of photon counts between background breast tissue and
microcalcifications is large. As a result, imaging data with W/Rh can detect candidate
microcalcification lesions with more sensitivity than imaging with Mo/Mo. Even with the
same combination of anode/filters, the CAD in System A with 30-34kV W/Rh detected
more false positive masses compared to System B with 30-34kV W/Rh.CAD results may
differ even when the same system is used, according to which combination of anode/filter is
used. On the other hand, CAD results may differ when different systems are used, even
though the same combination of anode/filter is used. According to spectral analysis, the
spectrum of W/Rh used in System A shows greater similarity to the spectrum of Mo/Mo
than the spectrum of W/Rh used in System B. As a result, CAD detected more false
positives using W/Rh with System A compared to System B. The CAD performance was
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Localized Relatively Dense
Breast Tissue Detected as a
False Positive Mass

Fig. 8. Example Case with a False Positive Mass Marked by CAD.

Breast Fibrous Tissue
Detected as False Positive
Calcifications

Fig. 9. An Example Case with False Positive Calcifications Marked by CAD.
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affected by the difference in image quality produced by different radiation exposure
parameters of the different anode/filters within one system and by differences in the two
systems. In FFDM, CAD algorithms should be considered to vary depending on the image
acquisition systems. In addition, recently, new breast image acquisition technologies, as well
as digital breast tomosynthesis and dual-energy mammography, have been developed and
have started to be acquired for breast diagnosis. These image acquisition approaches,
utilizing new CAD techniques, will be capable of accurate volumetric measuring of breast
density and microcalcifications, differently from conventional 2D images [7]-[9]. The results
of this study imply that we should take into consideration the importance of analyzing
physical characteristics with CAD, according to the different image quality with systems
dedicated to new image acquisition technologies.

7. Conclusion
In this section, the author addresses the issue that CAD performance is affected by the
difference in image quality produced by different radiation exposure parameters of the
different anode/filters within one system and by differences in the two systems; also
variations in CAD algorithms utilizing FFDM should be taken into account.
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